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A
MAKER’S
PLACE

By blending contemporary work
with designs that have endured for
decades, this Wiltshire cottage
celebrates the timeless art of crafting
words by jo leevers

photographs by catherine gratwicke

styling by ben kendrick
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t’s no coincidence that William Morris’s iconic
wallpaper designs form the lush backdrop to
several rooms in Amanda Bannister’s Wiltshire
cottage. Within this village house, she has brought
together contemporary designs that reflect an
ethos similar to the one pioneered by Morris
over a century ago. “Just as the Arts & Crafts movement
came out of a desire to counteract the mechanisation
of the Industrial Revolution, we’re now witnessing a
backlash against the digital revolution,” Amanda says.
“The result is that we appreciate objects that have been
made by hand at a slower, more considered pace.”
Under Amanda’s expert eye, crafted items old and
new co-exist in harmony here: Welsh blankets woven
to age-old designs are laid beside new block-printed
cushions. Furniture by the mid-century makers Ercol
works alongside delicately honed items from the more
modern British company Pinch Design. It all works
because the pieces within this Wiltshire home spring
from the same spirit, creating a home that feels
crafted, considered and timeless.
Amanda and her family first came to the village of
Semley on the Wiltshire-Dorset border some 17 years
ago, when they bought a converted chapel as a weekend
antidote to London life. Right next door stood this
19th-century house, which was thought to be once the
home of the Baptist minister. “Of course, being so close
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ABOVE The panelled
hallway, with a peg
rail and bench by
Another Country,
leads into the smaller
sitting room. The
downstairs cloakroom
is painted in Green
Smoke by Farrow &
Ball, complemented
by a set of four
historical prints
– the sanitaryware
is Victorian
OPPOSITE A Shaker
kitchen by Devol is
partnered with a
bespoke corner table
and bench by Wardour
Workshops
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The snug sitting room is
decorated with antique
maps and prints, with the
warm tones of GP & J
Baker’s Nympheus
fabric on the side chair
and cushions
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by, we had cast longing glances at this run-down but
rather lovely house for years. I always liked the way that it
looked like a child’s drawing, with windows either side of
a front door set squarely in the middle,” Amanda says,
smiling. Inside, the state of repair was rather less idyllic.
“It hadn’t been touched since the 1960s, so it was a bit of
a wreck, with holes in the roof and no heating,” she says.
It came up for sale three years ago, but the timing wasn’t
quite right for Amanda and her family. “Someone else
bought it and did a lot of the essential renovations. They
later decided they had taken on too much – by which
point we knew we wanted to stay in this village for good.
Things fell into place and we were able to buy it.”
Amanda renamed Semley Lodge as The Craftsmans
Cottage and set about decorating it in a style that would
both suit its character and dovetail with her own ethos.
She made a point of using local makers, especially for
the bespoke joinery that was needed to fit into its quirky
corners. The shelves either side of the living-room hearth
are made from Semley oak by Philip Hawkins , while the
table and bench in the corner of the kitchen are by another

nearby maker, Wardour Workshops. Printed fabric
shades and cushions include pieces by the local Bonfield
Block-Printers and Peaceable Kingdom Cushions. “I
deliberately sought out pieces that are rooted in this part
of the country and have taken time and skill to create,”
Amanda says. Paintings by artists who live in the area are
also on display, some depicting recognisable landscapes.
Even the larger purchases, such as stylish furniture by
Pinch Design or Another Country, are from companies
that prioritise a traditional aesthetic and sustainability
over bulk sales. “We’re all beginning to see the value of
investing in pieces that have a history and an integrity,
so I wanted to represent as many iconic British brands as
I could,” Amanda says. Fabrics throughout the house and
its smaller annexe are by established, timeless designer
companies such as GP & J Baker, Bronte by Moon and,
naturally, Morris & Co.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Amanda is herself a skilled
maker and many of the ceramics in the house are by her.
She started doing pottery as a hobby about 20 years ago
as a way to switch off from her demanding career as a
lawyer. “When my job got too stressful, I’d shut down
the computer and go and play with a bag of clay,” she
says. These days, Amanda has her own studio and can
happily disappear in there for hours: “It’s a great feeling
to become totally absorbed in the act of making by hand.
And at the end, you have something to show for your
countryliving.com/uk
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endeavours.” She believes that her own desire to ‘switch
off ’ is not unique: “I think we’re witnessing a backlash
against both consumerism and overwhelming screen
time,” she says. “So many forces are encouraging us to
experience life through a two-dimensional screen or to
buy unnecessary stuff that’s been made at a cost to other
people or the environment.” In the face of those pressures,
Amanda says, “There’s something very life affirming and
soothing about engaging directly with a material, be it
clay, paint or fabric. It’s good for our wellbeing.”
Her aim was to bring that feeling of calm creativity into
each room of The Craftsmans Cottage, with objects or icons
of British design that inspire at every turn. Interesting
textures and shades of green predominate, linking to the
verdant views from the windows. Amanda loves seeing
how visitors respond to this setting when they come
for residential courses. “Small groups can learn skills
such as ceramics, bookbinding or mat weaving. It’s really
immersive,” she says. This home truly celebrates the
timeless art of crafting in all ways.
For residential courses and stays, visit
thecraftsmanscottage.com.
Enjoy house features, interiors inspiration and
more in CL’s free weekly newsletter. To sign up, go
to www.countryliving.com/uk/newsletter.
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ABOVE Green Smoke
by Farrow & Ball lends
an enveloping feel to
the bathroom; in the
double bedroom,
the Morris & Co
archive pattern Morris
Seaweed and the
original Dorset stone
wall form timeless
backdrops for fabrics
and paints in similar
shades; the stoneware
lamp base was made
by Amanda
OPPOSITE The master
bedroom, tucked
under the eaves,
feels fresh and lively
with GP & J Baker’s
Nympheus wallpaper
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